C MPETITION
COMPLIANCE

Expertise In Compliance
Competition compliance programs (“CCP”) and training sessions to enhance
businesses’ awareness of competition law and limit their risk of violation. The
CCP® developed by ACTECON is a process that implements an internal competition
compliance policy and allows for the measurement and increase of competition
law awareness among the employees and executives of a company. By doing so,
the CCP® helps companies deal with the complex nature of competition rules with
a business-oriented perspective.
An original and unique program, the CCP® is designed to analyse all of the legal
and economic relations of the recipient company with third parties in terms of
competition in order to minimize the risk of any sanctions that the company may
face.

A Customized Program
Programs that
are customized
with ACTECON’s more
than 15 years of
experience

Our tailor-made training sessions can be arranged
either as separate events or held simultaneously with
annual team meetings. Session topics vary depending
on the needs of the company. We instruct company
employees and management on proper behaviour
in case of unannounced inspections by the Turkish
Competition Authority.
ACTECON has designed and implemented CCPs® for
hundreds of companies, including multinationals active
in different industries and jurisdictions.

Complizard® - Time Saving in
Large-Scale Training Sessions
ACTECON’s COMPLIZARD® is an online
application designed to increase employee and
management knowledge of competition law,
assess their level of awareness, and keep them
up to date. ACTECON considers COMPLIZARD®
a key component of establishing a strong
corporate competition compliance culture.
COMPLIZARD® is a tool companies can
use continuously to prevent or reduce risks of
violating competition rules while conducting
economic activities.
COMPLIZARD® helps companies reach their
business goals without violating competition
rules.
COMPLIZARD® explains the current
competition rules of Turkey using real, practical
examples instead of legal texts and theories.

Digital
compliance,
real time
results

ACTECON provides advisory services to its local and international clients
in the areas of competition rules, international trade and regulations.
ACTECON draws its strength from its committed and solution-oriented
team, extensive sector-specific knowledge, local and multinational
expertise and know-how on the insights of the business world. ACTECON
is experienced in offering effective strategies from the perspective of law
& economics. The firm creates a meaningful difference through its indepth understanding of the global competition and the challenges of the
global economy. Our working principles include work ethic, commitment
to provide value-added service and consistency in every aspect.
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